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	STYLUS	PLASMA		NOBLE	
	

an	innovaNve	technology	for	
funcNonal	coaNngs	deposiNon	on	the	

most	heat	sensiNve	materials	
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Nadir	 is	an	 Italian	SME,	 located	 in	Mestre	
(VE),	 that	 focused	 its	 acNviNes	 in	 the	
development	 and	 applicaNons	 of	 an	
atmospheric	 plasma	 device	 for	 surface	
treatment	 of	 the	 most	 heat	 sensiNve	
materials.	

Plasma	Stylus	Noble	
	

Cold	/	Efficient	/	Clean	
	

(Patent	no.	WO2015071746)	

WHO	WE	ARE	
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WHAT	IS	PLASMA?	

Temperature or energy 

Solid Liquid Gas Plasma 
•  Atoms	have	a	fixed	

posiNon	
•  There	is	a	chemical	

bond	between	
atoms 

•  Atoms	or	
molecules	move	
around	

•  The	is	a	small	
a^racNon	force	
between	atoms	or	
molecules	

•  Atoms	or	
molecules	moves	
around	and	collides	

•  There	is	no	
a^racNon	force	
between	atoms	or	
molecules 

•  Gas	that	contains	
free	ions	and	free	
electrons	

•  Gas	is	par<ally	
ionized 
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A	plasma	is	created	by	applying	energy	to	a	gas	

This	energy	can	be:	
thermal,	or	carried	by	an	electric	current	or	electromagne<c	radiaNons.	

The	electric	field	transmits	energy	to	the	gas	electrons	
(which	are	the	most	mobile	charged	species).		
	
This	electronic	energy	is	then	transmi^ed	to	the	neutral	species	by	collisions	

PLASMA	GENERATION	
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The	excita<on	
frequency	is	
important,	
it	influences	the	
behavior	of	
electrons	and	
ions;	

Ex	of	Frequency	variaNon	
range	for	electrons	in	
cold	plasma	

Ex	of	Frequency	
variaNon	range	for	ions	
in	cold	plasma	

Decreasing	plasma	temperature	Plasma	can	be	
ignited	by	:	
DC	voltage	
Or	
AC	voltage		
at	a	certain	
frequency	

PLASMA	GENERATION	

Tendero	et	al.	Spectrochimica	Acta	Part	B	61	(2006)	2	–	30		
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The	Nadir	Stylus	Plasma	is	an	atmospheric	pressure	plasma	jet	device	that	allows	the	
ionisaNon	of	a	Noble	gas	(Argon)	by	applying	an	high	voltage	(HV)	nearby	the	channel	
where	the	gas	is	flowing.	
	

FAST    18 

• Single-screw extruder: it is focused on designing and realizing a single screw printer head that allows the melt 
compounding of the two feeding nanocomposites (the HA-composite and the Masterbatch) already prepared 
with the fillers by twin screw extrusion processing or other raw biomaterials. The main advantage of this 
solution is that design of the single screw head is more compact and can be easily fitted to the general layout of 
the printer device; however, on the other side, the head characteristics must be finely tuned with the mixing 
performances of the compound. Indeed, the critical issue concerns the low shear strength processing that will 
limit a full mixing of the masterbatches and different domains will remain in the printed polymer.   

• Twin-screw extruder: it is focused on designing and realizing a twin-screw printer head to perform a full 
blending of the nanocomposites feeding thanks to the higher shear strength processing, despite a higher cost 
and system complexity. Due to the low availability of medical grade raw materials this twin-screw will be 
studied and developed also to perform in situ compounding avoiding the necessity of large amounts of raw 
materials, thus by-passing the necessity of pre-compounding step foreseen for the Masterbatch production. This 
solution is certainly more ambitious and results will depends also in the shear strength needed for a good 
dispersion of the fillers. This head is going to be designed to process a minimum volume of 5 grams of raw 
material. In order to dose the amount of each raw materials being fed to the compounding region, the extruder 
design will include the evaluation of different inlets for each materials towards the endless screw for which will 
also be studied the variable cross section. 

The printer heads will be designed to allow the processing of different materials with the capability to mix these in 
different mixture ratios. The screw design will be modelled with 3D CAD software and the thread geometries and 
interface will be simulated with COMSOL multiphysics modelling software. The optimized design will be 
calculated according to the rheological data obtained from the masterbatch processed materials. The collection of 
the process parameter of the masterbatch production with the inclusion of the different fillers will be further 
implemented in the twin screw extruder. Different thread spaces of the twin screw extruder will be investigated to 
improve miscibility of the raw materials. Between the outlet of the deposit and the inlet of the extruder body, a 
dosing gravimetric system will be considered to ensure an automatic control with proper feeding ratio between the 
raw materials. The system will be studied in order to obtain the desired gradients. The raw material dosing system 
will be studied and in case also gas pressure or other dosing systems will be evaluated. The system will include a 
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller with four independent zones to control individual heating 
elements, one for each raw material deposit, one for the extruder body and one for the construction platform. For 
the extruder and component design, we will meet all the CE regulations related to health and safety requirements 
(EHSRs). Furthermore, the extruder will be designed to be easily assembled, cleaned and sterilized in autoclave, to 
avoid material cross contamination between printing sessions. Surface erosion due to the high ceramic content of 
the masterbatches will be also studied using also surface antiscratch and self-lubricant coatings. 
Customised atmospheric plasma 
Despite the high innovation potential, industrial implementations using injection of 
chemicals in atmospheric pressure plasma discharges are still very limited due to missing 
industrial robustness. Up to now, the main drawbacks of this technique are the lack of 
reproducibility, slow line speeds, high gas consumption and inefficient precursor use. 
Moreover in biomaterials processing another requirement is related to the plasma 
treatment temperature that has to be kept low enough to avoid any damage, etching or 
erosion of the compounded polymer or surface polymer chains rearrangement. 
All these drawbacks will be overcome and the PA-CVD processes will be implemented 
using a customised version of the AP plasma-jet by Nadir srl, fitting also the geometrical 
constrictions of its integration in the HAM system or other technological aspects such as 
aerosol or vapour precursors feeding or distance from the printing head. The AP plasma-
jet by Nadir srl will be used as starting point for device customisation due to its high 
efficiency, reduced size and low temperature processing. The Nadir plasma soft jet (patent 
pending PCT/IB2014/002459) is an RF plasma supported upstream by a low frequency 
plasma for ignition and continuous sustain (Figure 10). The two plasma have both a 
double DBD geometry that ensure a clean and low temperature plasma, and has been 
developed for the surface treatment of artefacts of cultural heritage interest100. 
Similarly, in this system particular attention has been paid to the heat transfer capacity, 

                                                        

100 Patelli, A. et al., 4th International Conference on Cultural Heritage, EuroMed 2012; Limassol; Cyprus; 29 October - 3 
November 2012. Volume 7616 LNCS, 2012, Pages 793-800. 

Figure 10 Scheme of 
the Nadir plasma jet 
design. 

In	order	to	ensure	a	cold	and	efficient	
plasma,	the	device	is	also	equipped	
with	a	Radio	Frequency	(	27MHz	RF)	
power	supply	system	that	allows	the	
sustain	of	the	plasma	in	a	cold	and	
homogenous		way	ensuring	a	rich	
plasma	of	ac<ve	species:	
free	ions,	radicals	and	electrons	

STYLUS	PLASMA	NOBLE	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	MAIN	FEATURES	

ü  Double	Dielectric	Barrier	Discharge	design	
	

²  Avoids	streamers	to	arc	transiNon	
²  Avoids	the	contact	between	the	plasma	and	the	electrodes	
²  Avoids	the	problem	of	the	electrodes	erosion 		
²  Ensures	a	clean	plasma		

	
	

Common	problem	of	arc	
discharge	torches	is	here	

avoided	
	

NO	SURFACE	POISONING	

CLEAN	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	MAIN	FEATURES	

ü  It	combines	a	HV-HF	power	supply		(3-10W)	with	a	RF	power	supply	(10-80W)	
	

²  Ensures	a	low	temperature	plasma	
²  Ensures	low	current	carrying	streamers	
²  Ensure	high	energy	transfer	to	electrons	
²  Ensure	high	efficiency	plasma	treatments	

	
	
	

SURFACE	TREATMENT	<	40°C	

The	low	temperature	allows	to	not	heat	the	
treated	surfaces	and	therefore	to	not	damage	
or	induce	surface	expansion	or	phase	changes	

COLD	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	MAIN	FEATURES	

ü  Mul<ple	coaxial	design	for	

² Working	gas	
²  Chemical	percursors	introducNon	(vapours	or	aerosols)	
²  Environmental	atmosphere	confinement	
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100 Patelli, A. et al., 4th International Conference on Cultural Heritage, EuroMed 2012; Limassol; Cyprus; 29 October - 3 
November 2012. Volume 7616 LNCS, 2012, Pages 793-800. 

Figure 10 Scheme of 
the Nadir plasma jet 
design. 

SURFACE	CHEMICAL	
FUNCTIONALISATION		
AND		
COATING	DEPOSITION	

Argon	duct	

Precursor	duct	

Nitrogen	duct	

EFFICIENT	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	MAIN	FEATURES	

US	Grant	n.		9693441B2	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	HOW	IT	WORKS	

ü  Dual	frequency	coupling	

	
	
	
	
	

When	RF	power	is	
overlapped	to	HV	16	kHz	
plasma,		
a	conNnuos	AC	27	MHz	
current	can	be	detected	
(on	metallic	samples)	
	and	
High	current	
	kHz	streamers	
		(>	100	mA)	are	avoided.	
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Oxidative 
plasma 

Reductive 
plasma 

O2 

-CH2-CH2- 

H2O 

CO2 

H2 

Ag2S Ag(s) 

H2S 

It	allows	to	work	with	different	Argon	gas	mixtures:	
	
•  Ar/O2	is	typically	used	for	cleaning	of	polymeric	substrates	and	for	removal	of	

unwanted	organic	layers	
•  Ar/H2	is	Npically	used	for	celaning	of	oxydised	layers	from	metals	

STYLUS	PLASMA	NOBLE	–	CLEANING	APPLICATIONS		
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It	allows	the	deposiNon	of	funcNonal	or	protecNve	layers	by	working	with	
the	appropriate	chemical	precursor		

STYLUS	PLASMA	NOBLE	–	DEPOSITION	APPLICATIONS	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	POWER	CONTROL	

ü  Pulsing	System	

	
	
	
	
	

Allows	to	further	reduce	temperature	treatment	and	to	be^er	control	the	plasma	
chemistry	of	delicate	chemical	precursor					
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	POWER	CONTROL	

ü  Pulsing	System	

	
	
	
	
	

	Is	also	possible	to	work	in	super	pulsed	mode	by	triggering	the	two	power	supplies	

HV	
	
tON			2ms		
tOFF		2	ms	

RF	-	TRIG	
	
tON			70	us		
tOFF		30	us	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	SPECIFICATIONS	

Supply	
Power 	10-100W,	220V	
Gas	1 	Ar	5-10	slm	
Gas	2 	carrier	gas	for	chemical	precursor	
	 	 	vapour	or	reacNve	gas	(0,2-5	slm)	
Gas	3 	Cooling/Shielding	(Air	or	N2	10-20	slm)	

Dimensions	
Control	Unit 	 	 	3U	dimension	rack	or	trolley	
Plasma	nozzle	 	 	cylinder	20	cm	long,	250	g	
ConnecNon	cables 	 	2	m		

Treatment	
Spot	size 	 	 	 	1	cm2	

Surface	acNvaNon	rate 	1	–	10	s/cm	
DeposiNon	rate	(cm2) 	0,5	–	10	nm/s	cm	
Pulsing	system	 	 	tON	(30	–	10.000	μs)	

	 	 	 	 	tOFF	(50	–	10.000	μs)	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

MANUFACTURING		&	SPORT	SYSTEM	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

ü  MANUFACTURING	

	
	
	
	
	

Surface	ac<va<on	and	cleaning				

(before	coa:ng		applica:on)	
	

Improved	we[ability	and	overprint	ability		

(of	varnishes,	inks,…)		
	

Adhesion	promo<on	and	primer	replacement		

(gluing	processes,	rubber	injec:on,	VOC	free	
paint,	encapsula:ng	resins,…)	
	

Surface	protec<on		

(water	repellent	and	an:-corrosion	coa:ngs)	
	

thin	PE	tex:les	

small	polycarbonate		
components	

thin	PE	tex:les	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

Nadir	Stylus	Plasma	is	a	powerful	tool	for	adhesion	promoNon		
and	for	joining	dissimilar	materials.		
	
advanced	surface	modificaNons	are	achievable	by	graring	chemical	species	
and	funcNonaliNes		for	adhesion	promoNon	with	the	desired	joint.		
	

allow	the	replacement		of	
common	solvent-based	
primers,		guaranteeing	
the	desired	adhesion	
performance	with	

environmentally	friendly	
and	solvent-free	

processes.	

Tex:le	membrane	on	rubber	

Adhesive	rupture	for	not	
treated	samples	

Cohesive	rupture	for		treated	
samples	

ü  MANUFACTURING	&	SPORT	SYSTEM	
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ü  MANUFACTURING	&	SPORT	SYSTEM	

PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

Surface	treatment	of	technical	tex<les 
Sails	bonding,	flame	retardants,	…	

Improved	composite	materials	proper<es	
(also	in	collabora:on	with	an	italian	player	of	composite	materials) 

Enhanced	adhesion		and	joining	between	
composite	materials	and	metals		
(such	as	aluminum	vs	carbon	fiber,	…)	

Protec<ve	and	an<corrosion	Coa<ngs Not	coated	
part	
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Metal	Cleaning	of	metallic	valves		
for	
Threadlocking	glue	adhesion	improvement		
	
	

PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

Result:	
	
Nghtening	torque		
+	30%	improvement	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

Localised	epoxy	resin	removal	 
for	
advanced producNon	processes	
 
Carbon	fiber	exposures	without	breaking	or	
burning	fibers	 	

	
	

Nadir	S.r.l	
Via	F.	Zugno	9,	35134	Padova	–	Italy	

P.	IVA			e	C.F.	03463500243	
Email:	info@nadir-tech.it					web	site:	www.nadir-tech.it	

Customised	Plasma	Technologies	

	

Figura	3:	immagine	dell’area	trattata	in	scansione	con	plasma	in	alta	potenza	

	

Figura	4:	macrofotografia	di	una	maglia	trattata	al	plasma	in	alta	potenza	

	
	

	

Nadir	S.r.l	
Via	F.	Zugno	9,	35134	Padova	–	Italy	

P.	IVA			e	C.F.	03463500243	
Email:	info@nadir-tech.it					web	site:	www.nadir-tech.it	

Customised	Plasma	Technologies	

	

Figura	3:	immagine	dell’area	trattata	in	scansione		

	

Conclusioni	
Le	prove	di	rimozione	hanno	quindi	dato	risultati	interessanti	con	una	velocità	di	processo	intorno	
ai	0,02	m/min.	La	rimozione	non	danneggia	la	fibra	ne’	scalda	la	resina.	

Eventuali	ottimizzazioni	di	velocità	e	di	processo	devono	essere	poi	effettuate	nel	caso	specifico.	
La	presente	attività	è	da	considerare	solo	come	uno	studio	di	perfettibilità.	La	velocità	di	rimozione	
appare	strettamente	collegata	alla	potenza	del	plasma.	Si	pensa	nel	giro	di	qualche	mese	di	avere	
un	dispositivo	che	permette	almeno	di	triplicare	la	potenza.	

Result:	
	
Controlled	Epoxy	resin	removal	
1	m/min	

	
	

	

Nadir	S.r.l	
Via	F.	Zugno	9,	35134	Padova	–	Italy	

P.	IVA			e	C.F.	03463500243	
Email:	info@nadir-tech.it					web	site:	www.nadir-tech.it	

Customised	Plasma	Technologies	

Rimozione	resina	epossidica	da	composito	
fibra	 carbonio	 allo	 scopo	 di	 scoprire	 le	
fibre	stesse	(3)	
Introduzione	
Si	 è	 proceduto	 a	 una	 terza	 sperimentazione	 come	 da	 indicazioni	 su	 componente	 ruota	 di	
Campagnolo.		

A	tal	fine	si	sono	ripetute	le	prove	svolte	precedentemente	sui	pannelli.	

In	Figura	1	e’	mostrata	la	foto	di	un	componente	in	seguito	alle	prove	svolte.		

	

Figura	1	Foto	del	profilo	di	cerchione	con	le	diverse	prove	di	rimozione	della	resina	epossidica.	

Ottimizzazione	del	processo	
Le	condizioni	ottimali	al	momento	individuate	sono	indicate	nella	tabella	sottostante	(Tabella	1).	

sezione	 HV	%	 RF	W	 Ar	 O2	%	 aria	
raff.	

distanza	 tempo	 Dimensione	area	
trattata	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

Printed	Circuit	Boards	(PCB)		
Surface	treatment	
for		
	
Cleaning	
Etching	
Bonding	
Adhesion	
PolymerisaNon	
FuncNonalisaNon	
	
…..	Without	damaging	electrical	
components	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

CULTURAL	HERITAGE	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

ü  CULTURAL	HERITAGE	

	
	
	
	
	

Metal	cleaning		

(iron,	nega:ves,	jewellery,	tex:les,	…)	
	

Biological	cleaning	on	stone,	paper			

(Lichens,	moulds)	
	

Organic	layers	removal	on	pain<ngs,	stone,	paper		

(graffi:,	aged	varnishes,	dirt,	ink,	…)	
	

Modern	art			

(Plas:c	and	foams	restora:on,	…)	

before	 a`er	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

ü  CULTURAL	HERITAGE	

	
	
	
	
	

before	 a`er	

Plasma	Stylus	Noble	demonstrated	to	successfully	clean	and	reduce	silver	
oxide	and	silver	sulfide	parts	avoiding	any	damage	of		the	delicate	
nanoparNcles	structure	that	compose	the	daguerreotype	image		
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

BIOMEDICAL	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

ü  Hydrophilic	/	hydrophobic	
ü  Rough	Controlled	
ü  Textured	
ü  AnNfouling	
ü  HaemocompaNble	
ü  AnN-thrombogenic	
ü  ProtecNve	
ü  Sterile	
ü  others	

ü  BIOMEDICAL	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

ü  BIOMEDICAL	
before	 a`er	

Ti	samples	show	
higher	quanNty	of	
absorbed	proteins		
and	improved	
osteoblast	cells	
adhesion		

SterilisaNon	and	
Implants	
funcNonalizaNon	
for	cell	adhesion	
improvement	

Mussano	et	al.	Applied	Surface	Science	409	(2017)	314–324	
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PLASMA	STYLUS	NOBLE	–	APPLICATIONS	

Video	Available	at	the	following	link:	
	
	
h^p://www.nadir-tech.it/it/tecnologie/		
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CUSTOMISED	PRODUCTS	

6	jets	modular	Cold	Plasma	Device		
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High	efficiency	at	Low	temperature!	

STYLUS	PLASMA	NOBLE	
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CONTACTS	

NADIR	S.R.L.	
	

C/O	UNIVERSITY	OF	VENICE	
VIA	TORINO	155/B	

30172,	MESTRE	(VE)	
ITALY	
	

PH.	+39	041	2346711	
EMAIL	

SCOPECE@NADIR-TECH.IT	
INFO@NADIR-TECH.IT		


